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Module 13
Learning Guide
Course Conclusion:
Everything for God’s Glory
Before you start...
 You should have almost finished your assessment pieces by now
 Do the pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide p6 + uploads on Moodle)
 From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application

1. INTRODUCTION
Well, we made it! Across this course we’ve considered what is a Christian worldview, what it means to live
in the biblical story, the frame of a Christian worldview (creation, fall and redemption), and contemporary
(post)modern worldviews calling for our allegiance. Then we put it into practice, exploring what it means to
live faithfully at various cross-roads—in politics, business, economics and health; in sexuality, sport and
scholarship; in education and recreation; and immersed in the myriad media of the arts. Whew!
My hope across this course is that you’ve gained a clearer sense that this whole world (and the fullness
thereof) is the Lord’s (Psalm 24). There is no sacred–secular divide, for all time and space resides within the
sovereignty of God.
As such, this last module is entitled “Everything for God’s Glory.” In the first session we’ll hear some timely
words from Tim Keller about what it means to work and rest as the image of God. Then, after reflecting on
this semester and all we’ve learned, I’ll wrap up with some challenges of living the paradox that is
Christianity, and encourage you to consolidate everything into a few changes you’ll make to more fully seek
first the Kingdom of God—in your work, in your rest, in your vocation, in your leisure … in life.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
1. Consider all of life as lived for the glory of God—in both our work and our rest
2. Consolidate the course material with practical changes we will make to seek first the Kingdom of God
OUTCOMES
On completion of this module, students shall be expected to feel more rested! (It’s a big ask!) … and, to be
able to share with another what has changed and will change in response to a Christian worldview.
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 1:20-4:50pm, with breaks from 2:10-3:05pm, and 3:55-4:00pm)
1:20
3:05
4:00

Work and Rest for God’s Glory—with Tim Keller! (50 minutes)
Course Consolidation and Evaluation (50 minutes)
The Cruciform Paradox … Final Reflection, Open Discussion, Next Steps (50 minutes)
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2. WORK & REST FOR GOD’S GLORY—WITH TIM KELLER

Resource 13.1
As we listen to a Tim Keller mp3 this week, perhaps you’ll find some of his materials of great
encouragement. Keller is a gifted thinker who faithfully exegetes both the Scriptures and culture.
Personally, he’s my favourite preacher, and he models for me what it means to live faithfully at the
crossroads—even a cross-road as complicated as New York city, with his ministry through Redeemer
Presbyterian Church. Check out the following:
Timothykeller.com for a bunch of Keller resources, and here for their Center for Faith & Work
Here for his brilliant series “Gospel in Life” (book here)—excellent for helping your church
home groups catch the vision of ‘A Christian worldview’
Here (books/interviews and mp3) for a massive collection of free Tim Keller materials
Probably the most relevant of Keller’s books to this course are
o Counterfeit Gods  considering idolatry of sex, money, power, and hope in God
o Ministries of Mercy: The Call of the Jericho Road  Church engaging the world’s
brokenness
o Center Church  A collection of Keller essays on “doing balanced, gospel-centered
ministry in your city” (repackaged trilogy as Shaped by the Gospel; Serving a
Movement; and Loving the City)
o Generous Justice  How God’s grace transforms us to be people who seek justice
o King’s Cross  The story of the world in the life of Jesus, exploring paradox like today
o The Prodigal God  A great reminder of the gospel, that’s we can’t out-sin God and
nor can we out-work God to earn His acceptance
o Every Good Endeavour  “Connecting Your Work to God’s Work”
For further reading on the topics of Sabbath, Work and Rest, see the following:
Here for a youtube academic clip exploring the connection between Protestantism
and the Work Ethic, for both good and bad (following Max Weber’s famous thesis).
Here for a Wondering Fair reflection on “TV Watching: Engaging Work!”
(work as vocation)
Here for a Wondering Fair reflection on “The Art of Lying in Bed”

(rest as a gift)

Here for a Wondering Fair reflection on “The Rewards of Travel”

(travel as a gift)

Here for a Wondering Fair reflection on “Encountering Beauty”
(taking time to enjoy beauty as a window to God)
Here for Christianity Today’s “top 5” recommendation of books on Sabbath Rest
Here and here for some great R. Paul Stevens resources on work and rest, including:
o

Mp3 of “Christian Vocation: Called or Driven?”

o

Mp3 of “Work-Life Balance: Myth or Gift?”

Here for a brilliant mp3 course in “Spiritual Discernment” by Gordon Smith
Here for a collection of Henri Nouwen’s writings, deep Catholic reflections
on themes such as weakness, intimacy with God, acceptance and love
Here for a Jewish reflection on why God rested on the seventh day
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On forming Godly character through spiritual disciplines, including work, rest and meditation, see:
Bass, Dorothy C. Receiving the Day: Christian Practices for Opening the Gift of Time. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 2000.
Buchanan, Mark. The Rest of God: Restoring Your Soul by Restoring Sabbath. Nashville, Tenn: W Pub.
Group, 2006.
Foster, Richard J., and Kathryn A. Helmers. Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth.
London: Hodder, 2008.
MacDonald, Gordon. Renewing Your Spiritual Passion. Nashville: Oliver-Nelson, 1989.
Myers, Ched. The Biblical Vision of Sabbath Economics. Washington, D.C.: Tell the Word, Church of the
Saviour, 2001.
Ortberg, John. The Life You've Always Wanted: Spiritual Disciplines for Ordinary People. Johannesburg:
Struik Christian Books, 2005.
Smith, Gordon T. The Voice of Jesus: Discernment, Prayer, and the Witness of the Spirit. Downers Grove,
Ill: InterVarsity Press, 2003.
Stevens, R. Paul. Disciplines of the Hungry Heart: Christian Living Seven Days a Week. Wheaton, Ill: H.
Shaw, 1993.
Stevens, R. Paul. Doing God's Business: Meaning and Motivation for the Marketplace. Grand Rapids,
Mich: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 2006.
Stevens, R. Paul. Down-to-Earth Spirituality: Encountering God in the Ordinary, Boring Stuff of Life.
Downers Grove, Ill: InterVarsity Press, 2003.
Stevens, R. Paul, and Michael Green. Living the Story: Biblical Spirituality for Everyday Christians. Grand
Rapids, Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 2003.
Stevens, R. Paul. Seven Days of Faith: Every Day Alive with God. Colorado Springs, Colo: NavPress, 2001.
Stevens, R. Paul, and Alvin Ung. Taking Your Soul to Work: Overcoming the Nine Deadly Sins of the
Workplace. Grand Rapids, Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub, 2010.
Stevens, R. Paul. The Other Six Days: Vocation, Work, and Ministry in Biblical Perspective. Grand Rapids,
Mich: W.B. Eerdmans, 1999.
Stevens, R. Paul. Work Matters: Lessons from Scripture. Grand Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 2012.
Willard, Dallas. The Divine Conspiracy: Rediscovering Our Hidden Life in God. San Francisco: Harper, 1998.
Willard, Dallas. Renovation of the Heart: Putting on the Character of Christ. Colorado Springs, CO:
NavPress, 2002.
Willard, Dallas, and Jan Johnson. Renovation of the Heart in Daily Practice: Experiments in Spiritual
Transformation. Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress, 2006.
Winner, Lauren F. Mudhouse Sabbath: An Invitation to a Life of Spiritual Discipline. Brewster, Mass:
Paraclete Press, 2012.
Witherington, Ben. Work: A Kingdom Perspective on Labor.
Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 2011.
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2.1

Relaxing with the God of the Sabbath

Musings from My Inner Voice …
What does it mean in Genesis 2:2 that on the seventh day, “God rested”? God … the all powerful, all
present, benevolent and active God who doesn’t sleep or slumber but who watched over us … God rested?
Why? What’s the point of that?
I’m a Protestant. My identity—whether consciously or flying under the radar—has been historically formed.
We were birthed in reaction against what was perceived as Catholic excess: superstition, idolatry,
hypocrisy, and—yes—sloth. Surely this monastic, meditative, and mediaeval life of merriment—think Friar
Tuck, who enjoyed the blessings of new wine a tad too much—has missed the point.
For all my emphasis on grace,
you won’t find me resting on my
laurels. (Whatever they are?!)
My life embodies the Protestant
Work Ethic: onward and upward.
I move rapidly from challenge to
challenge, victory to victory, a
steward of my talents awaiting
the “well done good and faithful
servant” on the last day. On that
day—I reason—I’ll enter the rest
of the Lord. Right now, however,
there’s no rest for the wicked.
(Whoever they may be?!)
Yes, I’ve read the Scriptures. I’m
aware that Hebrews speaks of
entering the permanent Sabbath
of the Lord (4:9). But let’s be
rational. (Some would say, come
let us ‘rationalise’ together.)
Sabbath is no longer one day of
the week. It’s a state of mind as I
walk with the Lord. So, I like to
make the most of my time and
‘rest’ permanently while I work!
(It’s more efficient that way.)
Granted, the Lord did give Elijah
a necessary break after beating
the prophets of Ba’al (1 Kings 19). Not my issue, though. Elijah couldn’t manage his time. While he burned
out, in the Spirit’s unstoppable power I’ll power on, saving the Lost, building the Kingdom, bringing Heaven
to Earth … whatever your preferred metaphor, I’m an active player in my Father’s business.
Still, there are some mysteries. Why Jesus withdrew to pray? Why He offered His easy yoke to those who
were burned out on religion? Why He claimed to only do what He saw the Father doing? Why He chided
Martha for slaving away while Mary rested at His feet? And, of course, why the Creator God rested?
But, no time to contemplate right now. There’s a battle to fight, a victory to win. I guess I’ll plumb the
depths of this Sabbath doctrine after this life is done. In Heaven. Resting forever. Mmm, feeling agitated. …
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Corrections from God’s Word …
Obviously what you just read is not the way it’s supposed to be. It’s a caricature, but I’m not projecting this
onto others. It’s me. It’s my inner voice … the murmurings of a soul that refuses to be still. I should have
learned this lesson by now—a spinal accident at 21 helps one realise he is not the centre of the world … life
(even Christian ministry) continues on by God’s grace, with or without my contribution. Yet still I rush, and
speed, and stress, and slave. If my ‘worldview’ is best gauged not from my words but my actions, then
something is definitely out of kilter. Work—even Christian vocational ministry (perhaps especially -)—can
become an idol. We worship that to which we sacrifice the most … time, money, energy, relationships.
I thought I was doing all this for God. Yet, ichabod, sometimes I wonder if His Spirit has left the building and
I’m stuck slaving away. When a holiday seems like a mixed blessing—think of all those things I won’t be
able to achieve while resting—then it’s time to recalibrate.
That’s me. What about you?
In a moment we’ll hear from Tim Keller on “work and rest”, but in the meantime, take a moment to reflect:
When’s the last time I really rested?
How do I feel when I stop or slow down?
What is it about my ‘worldview’—both beliefs and practices—that reinforces drivenness?
Do I err on the other side, tending to sloth rather than stewardship?
Theologian Donald Bloesch once suggested that a lot of our Christian ‘activism’ is a cover for a lack
of trust in the sovereignty of God—that if we don’t power on, things will fall apart?

Class Activity 13.1: Forced Rest!
Lie down.
Yes, literally.
Distance students will need to manage their own experience, but we’re going to take a few minutes for
what’s called “Progressive Muscle Relaxation” (PMR). It’s not ‘new age mysticism’ in case you’re worried.
It simply involves progressively tensing, holding (10 seconds), and releasing (25 seconds) muscle groups
from your head to your toes and back in order, slowing your breathing. By tensing and then releasing,
your body can reach a deeper state of relaxation than just by trying to be still. You can do this to music,
or follow an online guide here, here, or here … though these online ones do tend to be more Eastern
(see below).
God values your body also, and breathing techniques and the like have a place—just not this ‘emptying
your mind’ to journey within. ‘Meditation’ is simply paying attention. Yoga and the like can be dangerous
as they encourage you to focus entirely on yourself, or draw power from ‘energy’ coming from God
knows where (though likely not God Himself—thus the problem). The key is to fix your mind on Christ,
even using Christian meditation on the Jesus prayer, or words like ‘maranatha’ (come Jesus come).
See below for some articles on this, then pick up where we left off with PMR:
“Dangerous Meditations” on Christianity Today here
“Joining the Eternal Song” on liturgical prayer here
Here for a Compass program on “Christian meditation”
In this class activity, we’ll begin with 3 minutes of PMR, and then listen to the Tim Keller mp3
(cf. Moodle, Module 13, pre-reading). During this talk on “work and rest,” you may like to
continue the PMR. At the close of this talk, I’ll read a few passages, below this box.
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Genesis 2:1-3
“1 So the creation of the heavens and the earth and everything in them was completed. 2 On the seventh
day God had finished his work of creation, so he rested from all his work. 3 And God blessed the seventh
day and declared it holy, because it was the day when he rested from all his work of creation.”
Exodus 20:1-3, 8-11
1 “Then God gave the people all these instructions:
2 “I am the Lord your God, who rescued you from the land of Egypt, the place of your slavery.
3 “You must not have any other god but me. … “Remember to observe the Sabbath day by keeping it holy.
9 You have six days each week for your ordinary work, 10 but the seventh day is a Sabbath day of rest
dedicated to the Lord your God. On that day no one in your household may do any work. This includes you,
your sons and daughters, your male and female servants, your livestock, and any foreigners living among
you. 11 For in six days the Lord made the heavens, the earth, the sea, and everything in them; but on the
seventh day he rested. That is why the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and set it apart as holy.”
1 Kings 19:1-9
“1 When Ahab got home, he told Jezebel everything Elijah had done, including the way he had killed all the
prophets of Baal. 2 So Jezebel sent this message to Elijah: “May the gods strike me and even kill me if by
this time tomorrow I have not killed you just as you killed them.”
3 Elijah was afraid and fled for his life. He went to Beersheba, a town in Judah, and he left his servant there.
4 Then he went on alone into the wilderness, traveling all day. He sat down under a solitary broom tree and
prayed that he might die. “I have had enough, Lord,” he said. “Take my life, for I am no better than my
ancestors who have already died.”
5 Then he lay down and slept under the broom tree. But as he was sleeping, an angel touched him and told
him, “Get up and eat!” 6 He looked around and there beside his head was some bread baked on hot stones
and a jar of water! So he ate and drank and lay down again.
7 Then the angel of the Lord came again and touched him and said, “Get up and eat some more, or the
journey ahead will be too much for you.”
8 So he got up and ate and drank, and the food gave him enough strength to travel forty days and forty
nights to Mount Sinai, the mountain of God. 9 There he came to a cave, where he spent the night.”
(Exodus 19:1-9)
Psalm 46:10
“Be still, and know that I am God!
I will be honored by every nation.
I will be honored throughout the world.”
Isaiah 30:15
“This is what the Sovereign Lord,
the Holy One of Israel, says:
“Only in returning to me
and resting in me will you be saved.
In quietness and confidence is your strength.
But you would have none of it.”
Isaiah 40:28-31
“28 Have you never heard? Have you never understood?
The Lord is the everlasting God, the Creator of all the earth.
He never grows weak or weary. No one can measure the depths of his understanding.
29 He gives power to the weak and strength to the powerless.
30 Even youths will become weak and tired, and young men will fall in exhaustion.
31 But those who trust in the Lord will find new strength. They will soar high on wings like eagles.
They will run and not grow weary. They will walk and not faint.”
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Hebrews 4:1-7
“1 God’s promise of entering his rest still stands, so we ought to tremble with fear that some of you might
fail to experience it. 2 For this good news—that God has prepared this rest—has been announced to us just
as it was to them. But it did them no good because they didn’t share the faith of those who listened to God.
3 For only we who believe can enter his rest.
As for the others, God said, ‘In my anger I took an oath:
“They will never enter my place of rest,”’
even though this rest has been ready since he
made the world. 4 We know it is ready because
of the place in the Scriptures where it
mentions the seventh day: ‘On the seventh day
God rested from all his work.’ 5 But in the
other passage God said, ‘They will never enter
my place of rest.’
6 So God’s rest is there for people to enter, but
those who first heard this good news failed to
enter because they disobeyed God. 7 So God
set another time for entering his rest, and that
time is today. God announced this through
David much later in the words already quoted:
‘Today when you hear his voice,
don’t harden your hearts.’”

Matthew 11:28-30
“28 Then Jesus said, ‘Come to me, all of you
who are weary and carry heavy burdens, and I
will give you rest. 29 Take my yoke upon you.
Let me teach you, because I am humble and
gentle at heart, and you will find rest for your
souls. 30 For my yoke is easy to bear, and the
burden I give you is light.’” (New Living)
“Are you tired? Worn out? Burned out on religion? Come to me. Get away with me and you’ll recover your
life. I’ll show you how to take a real rest. Walk with me and work with me—watch how I do it. Learn the
unforced rhythms of grace. I won’t lay anything heavy or ill-fitting on you. Keep company with me and
you’ll learn to live freely and lightly.” (Message Paraphrase)
Psalm 131: A song for pilgrims ascending to Jerusalem. A psalm of David.
“1 Lord, my heart is not proud;
my eyes are not haughty.
I don’t concern myself with matters too great
or too awesome for me to grasp.
2 Instead, I have calmed and quieted myself,
like a weaned child who no longer cries for its mother’s milk.
Yes, like a weaned child is my soul within me.
3 O Israel, put your hope in the Lord—
now and always.”

What are the inner murmurings of your heart? Take some time out to talk with the Lord about this.
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2.2

Mary and Martha—the Mixed (Up) Life: Medieval Action & Contemplation1
“Now as they went on their way, Jesus entered a village. And a
woman named Martha welcomed him into her house. And she
had a sister called Mary, who sat at the Lord's feet and listened to
his teaching. But Martha was distracted with much serving. And
she went up to him and said, ‘Lord, do you not care that my sister
has left me to serve alone? Tell her then to help me.’
But the Lord answered her, ‘Martha, Martha, you are anxious and
troubled about many things, but one thing is necessary.
Mary has chosen the good portion, which will
not be taken away from her.’” (Luke 10:38-42)
“There is no state of life of the faithful from which the grace of
contemplation can be excluded … anyone who keeps his heart
within him may also be illumined by the light of contemplation.”
(Gregory the Great)

Lecture Summary:
The church saw progression of life from active (Martha) to contemplation (Mary) through purification e.g.,
2 Corinthians 3:18—transformed as we contemplate Christ. Thus, contemplation is morally transforming.
The medieval church also saw Mary and Martha as not just stages, but TOGETHER (Mary–Martha, not Mary
vs. Martha)—stages, but also concurrent, as modelled by Christ. Mary–Martha story is placed between the
Lord’s prayer and story of the Good Samaritan, between passive and active. Thus, we should position
contemplatives and actives as friends, both finding a life within us. Ultimately, love is the law (lex amore).

2.2.1 Introduction
What does it mean to have single-minded devotion to Christ in the midst of a life that pulls us in many
directions? How can we, like Mary, keep our eyes on Jesus, when we’re called to busy action?

2.2.2 MARY AND MARTHA IN 13TH CENTURY FRANCE:
the tradition displayed in stone by the master of Chartres 2
Background: the 12th Century renaissance: “the great thaw”
*Luke 10:38-42 was central in first 1500 years of church, re: active vs. contemplative life. For e.g.,
*Origen saw them as symbolic—two lives: the contemplative way and the active way
*Augustine likewise allegorized, seeing them as figures (Martha as present, Mary as future) … troubled vs.
happy; temporal vs. eternal; knowledge vs. wisdom etc.
*exegesis of Luke 10:38-42 by Master of Chartres … (The tradition displayed in stone by the master of
Chartres)
-long gestation period in middle ages before Christianity shaped Europe to be confident Christian
society. By 13th century this was well underway, as seen in Chartres with Gothic cathedrals …

1

The following notes were taken during a lecture from Bruce Hindmarsh at Regent College, November 14, 2006, INDS
501 (Christian Thought and Culture), entitled “The Mixed Life or the Mixed Up Life? The Medieval Understanding of
Action and Contemplation.”
2

See also here for similar artwork on Mary and Martha.
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The Gothic cathedral as the imagination of the middle ages: a vision of the new Jerusalem
*clear by end of 11th century Europe was expanding and maturing. Cathedral schools (esp. Chartres) taught
liberal arts  medieval universities. After centuries of geographic loss by Islam, Europe pushed back. In the
church too, there was a new institutional confidence in reform, in spirituality—proliferation of new
monastic orders spreading across Europe  12/13th century seen as “THE GREAT THAW”—no longer
civilization just getting by, but now flourishing. It was a religious renaissance, a cultural moment equivalent
to the later (2 centuries later) official renaissance … covering art, literature, philosophy,
spirituality/theology etc.
*one of the central impulses of this period was the uniting of all of life under the dominion of Christ (under
one medieval vision … sorting out and tidying up society).
*the cathedral was symbolic of this. 12th Century theologians credited with rediscovering Plato, also
studying Ptolemy’s astronomy, Aristotle’s logic  all found a place in the Christian universe.
*The left portal of the north porch: Mary and Martha. Two ways that meet at the summit? Two kinds of
Christians? Two aspects of each Christian’s experience?
*on the West side, the right hand portal
was dedicated to the incarnation, flanked
by figures representing tradition liberal
arts—no division between sacred and
secular, with learning/knowledge crucial.
Aristotle is figured, along with dialectic
(Greek figure, symbolising discussion),
then Gemini (star system)  all had its
place. The cathedral symbolically was the
NEW JERUSALEM. It replaced Byzantine,
with stones making it look like Revelation
with shining stones … gigantic, confident
edifices, with Romanesque  Gothic
cathedrals kept getting bigger. “The
cathedral WAS the medieval imagination.”
*on the NORTH PORCH (begun 1194), laid
out like a cross with central nave, and the North and South transepts being the cross’s cross-beam. The
doors are the portals, decorated with sculpture, with porches sticking out allowing for decoration. MARY
AND MARTHA appear in porch of left portal/door, with the theme being the incarnation—symbolically the
entrance to the new Jerusalem (through the incarnation). It’s dedicated to Mary the Mother of Jesus (Mary
as symbol of church and faithful soul—the first to say ‘yes’ to the incarnation. Pictured on the Lintel and
Tympanum is the incarnation on left above left door. The angels, then wise and foolish virgins, with virtues,
and the 12 queens representing fruits of spirit (12 according to the vulgate). ALL points to New Jerusalem.
*On the outside, portrays MARY & MARTHA (paralleled with RACHEL AND LEAH) as archetypes of
the SPIRITUAL LIFE—choosing WOMEN to represent response of church and individual to Christ. Mary was
as welcome at the feet of the Rabbi as any man.
MARTHA (left, parallel Leah): displays the ACTIVE LIFE—pictured with 6 others (like Prov. 31
woman), carding and washing wool, stripping flax, spinning and winding—all VIRTUOUS activity (flanked by
beatitudes—beauty, joy etc.) with grace and simplicity—not condemned—but poise … a new humanism
and sense of individual person … everyday activity MADE/BATHED in holiness.
MARY (right, parallel Rachel): picturing prayer before reading, opening the book, reading,
meditation, teaching and ecstasy (all part of Lectio Devina) with knowledge ending in love/desire. Also
flanked by beatitudes. N.b. ‘Light’ was central, with anagogical understanding, with divine light leading the
soul  captured in gothic architecture.
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QUESTIONS and THIS LECTURE’S HEART:
*How are Mary and Martha united (above the entrance to ‘New Jerusalem’)
*Are these two types of religious orders? (like Cluniacs spending whole day in reading/meditation; vs.
Cistercians with focus on activity, asceticism … Cluniacs accused Cistercians of being like Martha)
*Are these two types of religious orders? Two types of Christian people? (e.g. lay vs. clergy, or lay/clergy vs.
monk/nun, or extrovert/introvert)
*Are these two aspects of ALL our lives?  mixed life of prayer and action, rather than mixed up life like
story of most of church, alienates these two lives divided  temporal vs. eternal estate. It took the
reformation to smash barriers decisively and recover biblical role in BOTH. Voices on the way through (e.g.
Gregory the Great) reminding people of the call to both re: challenging those who do only one or the other.
(cf. quote at top of lecture).

2.2.3 THE ‘MONASTICIZATION’ OF SPIRITUALITY IN THE MIDDLE AGES
The new flight to the desert in Northern Europe
*“New Monasticism” challenged riches of old monasticism as they’d grown slack. They fled, like original
ones in Egypt, to France—a new dessert.
*some hermits lived alone, and others in corporate solitude  ‘a monasticising of spirituality’ … e.g. quote:
“A monasticizing of spirituality throughout the Chruch, in which the ascetic spirituality of the monks
became the norm for the devout Christians and especially for the clergy. This monasticizing of spirituality
makes the twelfth century a turning point in the history of western thought.” Benedicta Ward in The
Study of Spirituality, ed. Jones, Wainright, and Yarnold (1986), 285.
Carthusians, Cistercians (Bernard of Clairvaux), Templars, Hospitallers, Augustinian Canons (with parish
missions), women visionaries, Dominicans, Franciscans, Beguines …
*all above are new orders, including Francis of Assisi. They sought to bring God into the marketplace, to
COMBINE ITINERANT LIFESTYLE WITH AUTHORITY STRUCTURES UNDER GOD.
Gains and Losses spiritually
*Gains: greater vigour in prayer, written by lay people + spiritual vision of Dante in divine comedy
*Losses: two-tier spiritual system, obscuring common vocation to holiness (Martha) and contemplation
(higher level, contemplation). Calvin addressed the separation of clergy and laity, and called for both a
lowering (for priests) and raising (for commoners) of standards.

2.2.4 MARY AND MARTHA THROUGH THE CENTURIES: THE BACK STORY
How did we get here as culture? Why this division between theory and practice, being and doing,
theology and ethics, prayer and action?
*three archaeological digs to find the genealogy of these two categories (active vs. contemplative) and
where it came from—because separating them out seems unbiblical.
#1 Contemplation and Action in the Greek Philosophical Tradition:
The Greek vocabulary: theoretikos and praktikos
*theoretical—rooted in speculation, seeing into things beyond the mere surface e.g. ‘insight’  theoretikos
took on significance in Greek religious world.
*learning and skill were necessary for meaningful action, thus not directly opposed
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Plato’s ideal of the Philosopher-King
*saw theoretikos as knowledge (pure intuition) of one and undivided good, beautiful and true life, through
pure contemplation—such that preparation allowed loving union with supreme good by age 55! With
insight (having seen sunlight)  then prepared to serve polis (in marketplace, back in the cave).
*refers to 3 lives, theoretic (observing the truth—being a spectator), practical (to do), then apolostic
(seeking pleasure) … like the Olympics—lovers of gain (trade), honour (competitor), wisdom (theoretic)
*this then expressed itself in Christianity in culture—an inheritance with a language they use …
contemplation of the divine being as the highest activity of the soul  influenced Christianity.
“Men may be classified accordingly as lovers of wisdom (philosophoi),
lovers of honour (philotimoi), and lovers of gain (philokerdeis).”
#2 Jewish and Christian Reflection on this Hellenistic Philosophical Inheritance during the First Three
Centuries: the Alexandrians:
Philo the Jew (c. 24BC—c. 40 AD) the bios praktikos and the bios theoretikos; moral discipline (askesis)
and wisdom (Sophia)
*the spiritual life was Martha first, then Mary. Philo interpreted life in philosophy with active life first
(discipline, ethic, knowing God through works … effort of faith)  contemplative (enjoyment)
Clement (c. 150-220)—first an effort of faith (pistis); second, an enjoyment of knowledge (gnosis)
Origen (c. 185—c. 255)—the first to use Mary and Martha as types for the two ways
*saw active life as rowing out to sea, and contemplative life as sailing … progressing through ethics  vision
 theory.
*purgation (dealt with sin)  insight  illumination. (Progression from Proverbs—Ethic  Ecclesiastes
Scientific—everything under the sun  Song with contemplation.)
“Peter was eager that they should continue in the vision he was privileged to see, but that was not to be.
By leaving the vision and going down to serve His brethren once more, Our Lord demonstrated to him that
the active life must always continue with the contemplative, that the bios theoretikos
and the bios praktikos are inseparable.”
#3 Further Christian Reflection in the Next Three Centuries: the Latin Fathers:
*spiritual formation/ascetical theology covers the GAP between Martha and Mary, trying to move us from
Martha to Mary.
John Cassian (c. 360-435): from East to West
*cf. previous lecture with him interviewing Abba Arsenius in Egypt … discussion was translated, with via
active, and via contemplitiva in Latin in translation. It focussed on the “real life” as the way you read
Scripture  action. i.e. it is the one seeking purity of heart who understands the words of the Psalms as
they’re chanting.
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Augustine (354-430)
His own experience of contemplation
*wanted to be holy, but couldn’t live it. Read Athanasius’s
Life of St. Antony, and was challenged by asceticism to
experience divine (both an interpreter and critic of Plato)
*Platonism showed him the goal, but not the way. In
conversation at the garden with his mother Monica 
experienced the divine, ascended to the heavens, touching
‘the one’ (Christ)  gazing upon him as Mary of Bethany
did is central to life  championing Mary.
*contrasted Mary focusing on one thing (the one), with
Martha distracted focusing on many things … Augustine thus saw them as TYPES—fusing love and
knowledge, using Greek background. Moral discipline (active) was necessary, but the contemplative life was
a later stage built on this foundation (Martha first, then Mary), but also saw them as FOR EVERYONE’S
EXPERIENCE—NOT JUST A STAGE/SEQUENCE, BUT A DANCE … COMPLEMENTARY. To Martha and Mary he
added Leah & Rachel, Peter and John. There can also be active virtue, and contemplative virtue. Active for
this world, contemplative for the next (as it can’t be taken away—what Mary chose ‘endures’ … begin here
in contemplation, but won with the life of eternity)
The mixed life articulated: Three modes, or, literally, genres of living (vitae
generibus): leisure (vitae otiosum), business (vitae negotiosum), or a combination
of the two (vitae compositum—certainly Augustine’s own experience):
*Augustine helped define better, to distinguish active from busy etc.  3 GENRES OF
LIVING (above)—you can have a leisurely lifestyle, busy lifestyle, or BOTH. First is
studious but not lazy leisure for study of truth. Second is busy in management of
human affair, last is a combination. BUT, ONE IS NOT BETTER THAN ANOTHER—AS
LONG AS FAITH IS PRESERVED, CAN CHOOSE ANY WITHOUT DETERMENT, BUT NEVER
OVERLOOK CLAIMS OF TRUTH AND DUTY—love of both God and neighbour. All must
be governed by love (cf. reading for this lecture). Any one of these lifestyles can lead
to the CONTEMPLATIVE LIFE … i.e. contemplative doesn’t equal leisurely life, and
active to busy … ALL are called to contemplative (Matt. 11:28-30 universal call).
“There is the case of those three modes of living, namely, the first of the studious but not lazy leisure for
the contemplation and investigation of the truth, the second busy in the management of human affairs,
and the third one compounded of the other two.”
Gregory the Great (c. 540-604)
*the original of the CONTEMPLATIVE PASTOR—i.e. busy, active people, yet ALSO contemplative (VITAE
COMPOSITUM)
*makes NO DISTINCTION B/N LAY, CLERGY or inbetween—stages in the spiritual life also interacted and
were complementary … successive and united—best in united. Both are loving and like Christ.
Contemplation makes keeping the commandments easier, as it generates love
*above all Gregory emphasized LOVE—with e.g. of Christ, setting forth patterns of both lives—active differs
from contemplative, but UNITED BOTH IN HIMSELF—he brought miracles, yet continued in prayer.
“Those who wish to hold the fortress of contemplation, must first of all train in the camp of action.”
“The active life is: to give bread to the hungry, to teach the ignorant the word of wisdom, to correct the
erring, to recall to the path of humility our neighbour when he waxes proud, to tend to the sick, to dispense
to all what they need, and to provide those entrusted to us with the means of subsistence.”
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“But the contemplative life is: to retain indeed with all one’s mind the love of God and neighbour, but to
rest from all exterior action, and cleave only to the desire of the Maker, that the mind may now take no
pleasure in doing anything, but having spurned all cares, may be aglow to see the face of its Creator.”
“He [Christ] set forth in Himself patterns of both lives, that is, the active and the contemplative united
together. For the contemplative differs very much from the active. But our Redeemer by becoming
Incarnate, while He gave us a pattern of both, united both in Himself. For when He wrought miracles in the
city, yet he continued all night in prayer on the mountain, He gave His faithful ones an example not to
neglect, through love of contemplation, the care of their neighbours; nor again to abandon contemplative
pursuits through being too immoderately engaged in the care of their neighbours …”

2.2.5 MAKING FRIENDS OF MARY AND MARTHA
The earliest Christian understanding of the active and the contemplative life was to see these as two
stages or modes of the spiritual life within the experience of every individual Christian (‘Martha first, then
Mary’). Over time, these spiritual states were confused with the external conditions of one’s life, and then
later, with two different types of religious orders. Properly speaking, every Christian, regardless of the
duties of his or her daily work, ought to strive to lead a contemplative life (‘Martha–Mary’)
LOVE IS THE LAW—STEWARDSHIP, FULFILLING BOTH ASPECTS OF THE CHRISTIAN LIFE
… WE’RE ALL CALLED TO THIS.
Back to the age of Chartres: Walter Hilton on the “mixed life” (biography here)
In the end, Mary represents not ISOLATION but INTEGRATION. The goal isn’t
to withdraw from active service, but to keep our eyes on Jesus for what’s
he’s about. Contemplation is not the goal—it’s to contemplate Jesus—a just
and loving gaze on Him. Like Paul, we want the eyes of our heart
enlightened. This purifies us  more love others.
There are acts of contemplation, and a contemplative life—we need a
prayer life, and a prayed life—an integrating centre for all of our life 
less distracted, but more focus in CONSCIOUSNESS of Him day by day.
Clement of Alexandria saw prayer as “keeping company with God”
Contemplation is not activistic, but it is a blessing to the world;
it’s not technique based, but it is fruitful. First, come to Christ (Matt.
11:28-30)—become a contemplative whatever you become—a mixed life,
not a mixed-up life. Give me an undivided heart that I may fear your name.

Hear Thomas Merton on “What is
Contemplation” and explore his approach to
“contemplation in an active world”, compared
to approach of Gandhi, here.
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3. COURSE CONSOLIDATION AND EVALUATION

Class Activity 13.2: Reading Review (10 mins.)
In response to the pre-reading for this module, students will be picked to share on one of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our worldview practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
The whole class can then contribute to further discussion, bouncing off their own forum posts.
We’ve covered a lot of ground this course. To help you recap, below is the course schedule:
Wk
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
“What on Earth are we
Unit + Student
At the X-Roads: Why
here for?” (Lk 4, 9 & 10)
Introduction
Worldview Matters
“The Journey: Living in the Biblical
God @ Work in Your Vocation …
Story”: Stephen’s story in Acts 7
Creation, Fall, and Redemption
The Imago Dei in
The Imago Dei in
Class Discussion (Vocation,
Genesis: Identity
Genesis: Duty & Delight News & WYL Reading)
Fall: The Idolatry of
Twisting Shalom: ‘Evil’ & Class Discussion (Vocation,
Knowledge
Sin’s many faces
News & WYL Reading)
Gardening in
Re-Church:
Class Discussion (Vocation,
Resurrection Hope
Sign, Servant,
News & WYL Reading)
Sacrament
Mod to POMO:
Understanding the
Class Discussion (Vocation,
Changing Currents
Times: Worldviews
News & WYL Reading)
Colossians Remixed:
Christianity & Culture
Creational Design, Cultural
Subverting the Empire
via Matthew 5 & 13
Idolatry and Healing Action
Life at the Crossroads: Politics, Business,
Discuss James Smith,
Economics & Health … “Competition with Purpose” Desiring the Kingdom
Life at the Crossroads: The Body, Sex & Marriage
Class Discussion (Vocation,
News & WYL Reading)
Life at the X-Roads: Education and Scholarship
Class Discussion (Vocation,
News & WYL Reading)
Life at the X-Roads: Sport …
Class Discussion
experimentation and evaluation
(Vocation+News)
Life at the Crossroads: The Arts.
Art Gallery Visit (Comparing/Contrasting Q’d Art Gallery & GOMA)
OR Watch movie Tree of Life and debrief from a Christian Worldview Perspective
Work & Rest for
Consolidation and
Open Discussion and
God’s Glory
Evaluation
Next Steps
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Class Activity 13.3: Course Review
Share your thoughts in response to the following course debrief questions:
What topic most interested you in the course?
Which session or concept impacted you the most, and why/how was it relevant?
If you could tweak the course, what would you change (e.g. drop, add, modify)?
What was most challenging to your own life—worldview and practice—this course?
What topic or issue would you like to explore further? What author or book is next on your
“to read list” after this course is over, to help you keep growing in your Christian worldview?
What great conversations and questions have come out of doing this course?
What questions still remain for you in the area of worldview?
What practices have—or will—you change to better cultivate a desire for Christ’s Kingdom
Tell another student the story of creation, fall and redemption for your vocation … that is,
capture in a minute the creational intent, cultural idolatry, and healing action you can see
in your workplace or wherever you invest the majority of your time and energy
Using the “God @ Work” frame, describe the ‘Kingdom Gap’/‘aching vision’ in your vocation?
What does it mean to live faithfully at the cross-roads in your vocation—put it in a few
sentences. Prayerfully considered, what ‘Kingdom Action’ would God have you pursue that
the Church may be a more faithful witness (sign, servant and sacrament) to the reign of God?
What’s one thing you’ll change or do in response to this course?
Let’s spend some time commissioning each other for our vocations (3:35-3:45),
before you fill out the COURSE REVIEW (3:45-3:55), found under Moodle Module 13.
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4. THE CRUCIFORM PARADOX
4.1

Final Reflection

Class Activity 13.4: Paradoxical Plethora (10 mins.)
The cruciform life—living out a ‘Christian worldview’—is a life of paradox.
Paradox, simply defined, is “a seemingly absurd or self-contradictory statement or proposition that when
investigated or explained may prove to be well founded or true.”
Christianity is full of paradox in both theology/worldview and practice—where up is down, big is small,
fast is slow. Take a few minutes as a class to brainstorm as many paradoxes as you can, and record
them on the board in word or picture.
(If you need some support, see here and here.)
Indeed, one may argue that the CROSS ITSELF is the GRAND PARADOX.
Which paradox is most relevant to both your life, and what it means to live faithfully in your vocation?
Across this course, two themes have persisted: that of “living at the cross roads”, and also of
“dismantling dualisms.” Let me pick up both in this closing reflection.
We do, indeed, live at the crossroads. There is a cross-road between Christ and culture—between a
Christian worldview and today’s mélange of premodern (pagan superstition), modern (rationalist) and postmodern (relativist) fragments. Following Christ calls us into conflict, being radically different for the sake of
the world God loves. Yet, were we only to see this conflict without, we may miss the conflict within: that is,
the internal paradox of following Christ. For we are to take up our cross and live a cruciform life.
By now you should be aware of the “false dualism” of sacred and secular. If by ‘secular’ you mean an
activity or aspect of the space–time world that functions apart from God’s rule, then Scripture would
remind us that no such place exists. All comes from God and returns to God. Indeed, Christ actively sustains
the whole world (Colossians 1). Simply because at times we—or our culture—fail to acknowledge this truth,
does not change the reality. As the theologian and Prime Minister of the Netherlands, Abraham Kuyper,
passionately said,
“Oh, no single piece of our mental world is to be
hermetically sealed off from the rest, and there
is not a square inch in the whole domain of our
WORLD
human existence over which Christ, who is
WORK
C
OMMUNITY
Sovereign over all, does not cry: 'Mine!'"3
But what of genuine internal dualisms? On each
of the following, it’s a sign of maturity to move
past the either/or and into the complexity of a
both/and. We cannot collapse the tension in the
following, each of which has a place in the
mixed Christian life. Granted, there are many
more axes I could have chosen (e.g. duty and
delight, shalom and salvation). But the four
dualisms depicted capture areas where study of
Christian worldview is liable to emphasise one
end of the continuum over the other:

MIND

BODY

REST

CHURCH

INDIVIDUAL

3

Abraham Kuyper, “Sphere Sovereignty,” in James D. Bratt, ed., Abraham Kuyper, A Centennial Reader (Grand Rapids,
MI: Eerdmans, 1998), 488.
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#1. Mind and Body:
Study of a Christian Worldview tends toward ideational reductionism. In non-technical language, we reduce
life to ideas, and figure change happens from the top down (“I think therefore I am”, thus “mind over
matter”). Yet, as James Smith reminded us in You Are What You Love, a lot of our formation happens from
the ground up. We must engage in ‘thick practices’ that form habits that cultivate our desire for the
Kingdom of God. As the imago Dei, “I love, therefore I am,”, and it is with my body—part of God’s ‘very
good’, albeit fallen, creation—that I express this love. Thus, as Christians we should equally value spirit and
matter, mind and body. This includes not just blood and bones people, but also the whole created order.
 Plot on the continuum below where you sit, judged less by your ‘beliefs’ and more by your ‘actions’
MIND-----------------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------BODY
 How might God be calling you to address this dualism and bring synergy through a both/and?

#2. Individual and Community:
Study of a Christian Worldview tends toward individualism. We may so focus on ‘my personal response’ and
action I can take, that we forget our need for others. We forget—particularly as Christians embedded in the
Western World—that we are less autonomous individuals than members (even organs) of one body. We
function as ‘the church’ and are to mirror the community of love that is our triune God. Even as I’ve
emphasised your calling and vocation, we must meet and pray together that we would corporately have the
mind of Christ. And like William Booth with the Salvation Army, or William Wilberforce with the Clapham
sect, we must together consider what strategic action is required to embody Christ’s salvation and shalom
for a broken world. We are truly meant to function as outposts for the Kingdom, serving our local parish.
 Plot on the continuum below where you sit, judged less by your ‘beliefs’ and more by your ‘actions’
INDIVIDUAL------------------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------COMMUNITY
 How might God be calling you to address this dualism and bring synergy through a both/and?
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#3. World and Church:
Study of a Christian Worldview—at least as I’ve presented it—tends to emphasize this world, this age, and
our calling in response to needs of not-yet-Christians. Arguably the average evangelical Christian has such a
Church-centric practice—caught in the Christian bubble—that this shouldn’t cause a problem. If anything (at
least in practice) we need to spend more time in ‘the world’. Nevertheless, perhaps across this course you’ve
gained a new vision of this world God loves, and how big is the mission. If so, you may also be feeling
frustrated with the common failure of ‘the church’ to respond. A rediscovery of God’s Kingdom has led some
to abandon the Church, as though it is irrelevant and we’re best to work with whoever is willing (whether a
local P&C, Lions Club, or the United Nations). Yes, Luke 10 should open us up to partnership with others
outside the church. Nevertheless, God has chosen the church as his primary vehicle to represent His reign—a
Sign, Servant, and Sacrament of His Kingdom. We are imperfect, which is precisely why—rather than cutting
ourselves off from the Church (as though a little finger would be more effective apart from the body, as C. S.
Lewis mused)—we must add our gifts to the body. In the power of the Spirit, we will be refined as a
corporate witness to God’s now-but-not-yet plans to set everything right. We must together grow up. We
must together be the Church—radically different and radically identifying—for the sake of the world.
 Plot on the continuum below where you sit, judged less by your ‘beliefs’ and more by your ‘actions’
WORLD----------------------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------------CHURCH
 How might God be calling you to address this dualism and bring synergy through a both/and?

#4. Work and Rest:
Study of a Christian Worldview tends toward activism. As we’ve already emphasised this session, when you
capture a vision of the scope of our mission in this world, and how fallen things are, we can tend to bite off
more than we can chew. And then we, like Elijah, tend to periodically collapse in despair. But, like Jesus, we
should only be about the Father’s business, doing what we see Him do, and saying what we hear Him say.
We cannot build the Kingdom. We can enter His Kingdom, receiving it as little children. And we can join our
Father, responding to His love and working in His Spirit, to be co-labourers in the family business of shalom
and salvation. God alone is the prime mover in the missio Dei. So, we should not be characterised by
nervous action, fighting to ‘reclaim our culture for Christ’. Rather, we should cultivate intimacy with Christ,
and learn to rest in His provision. Yes, we must act. But, our duty should flow from delight … delight in the
world God has made, overflowing in abundance for a world short on joy. The world doesn’t need more
joyless sales-people, unaware of the reality to which they testify. Rather, we should embody the rhythms of
grace, enjoyment of the good gifts of God, wonder at an amazing world, and peace in the face of adversity
that Christ Himself demonstrated. Indeed, when we’ve dwelt with Jesus, we will be known as followers of
the Lord of the feast. Work and pray, fast and feast, we can enter God’s rest and live life to the full.
 Plot on the continuum below where you sit, judged less by your ‘beliefs’ and more by your ‘actions’
WORK-----------------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------REST
 How might God be calling you to address this dualism and bring synergy through a both/and?
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How, then, do we keep these dualisms together?
We must again return to the cross. Only when our lives are cruciform will we embrace the paradox and
faithfully live at the cross-roads.

Consider, for instance, this classic Christian
symbol, called the “Chi-Rho”:

“The Chi Rho is one of the earliest forms of
christogram, and is used by Christians. It is
formed by superimposing the first two
(capital) letters chi and rho (ΧΡ) of the Greek
word "ΧΡΙΣΤΟΣ" = Christos, in such a way to
produce the monogram. Although not
technically a Christian cross, the Chi-Rho
invokes the crucifixion of Jesus, as well as
symbolizing his status as the Christ.”4
We must locate ourselves between the alpha and the omega, en Christos—in Christ, the beginning and end
of all things. And we must find our life in the Saviour who laid down His life that we may live. Only in Christ,
in intimacy, through His Spirit, are we drawn into our calling. We find ourselves in union with the
perichoresis of Father-Son-Spirit in a divine dance of love.
In closing, may we be the community of Christ, mirroring our
triune God. May we do everything for the glory of God—mind
and body; individual and community; world and church; at work
and rest. And may we not only think and form, but love and live
a Christian worldview. God bless as you continue this journey.

4

From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chi_Rho, quoting Alva William Steffler, Symbols of the Christian Faith (Grand
Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing, 2002). See here and here for Christ’s complementary vs. confused natures.
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4.2

Open Discussion
Any questions or comments or rabbit trails you want to follow before we finish up? Now’s the time!

4.3

Next Steps
Thinking back on course consolidation, what was the one thing you believe God would have you
change or do in response to this course?
In particular, as it concerns your vocation, what is the prayer of your heart?
Let’s take a minute in silence to commit these things to the Lord, before we close for the last time
with both the Apostle’s Creed, and the Doxology.

The Apostle’s Creed
I believe in God, the Father almighty,
creator of heaven and earth.
I believe in Jesus Christ, God's only Son, our Lord,
who was conceived by the Holy Spirit,
born of the Virgin Mary,
suffered under Pontius Pilate,
was crucified, died, and was buried;
he descended into hell.
On the third day he rose again;
he ascended into heaven,
he is seated at the right hand of the Father,
and he will come to judge the living and the dead.
I believe in the Holy Spirit,
the holy catholic Church,
the communion of saints,
the forgiveness of sins,
the resurrection of the body,
and the life everlasting. Amen.

5. DOXOLOGY
Remember, we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring creatures”. Developing a Christian
Worldview is not just about understanding rightly, but loving truly. That is, we must be intentional in our
habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are formed to love the Kingdom of God. As J. I. Packer
was fond of saying, “All true theology begets doxology.” Learning is in the service of worship.
Thus, as we will do each week, let us close by singing the Doxology:


Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow;
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host;
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen.
Conclusion: Everything for God’s Glory
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Significance for Christian theology, life and thought...
Perhaps the Christian life is such a paradox because Christ Himself was a paradox. Here we have a man
who was strong yet sensitive, full of conviction yet humble of heart, angry at evil yet embracing of
sinners, the Lord of Creation yet a servant of all. Fully God and yet fully man, possessing complementary
rather than confused natures as Christ Pantocrator, a mystery we circumscribe with “hypostatic union”.
Jesus is the embodiment of ‘a Christian worldview’—one who grew in wisdom, stature, favour with God,
and favour with people (Luke 2:52). And the Church is supposed to be His re-presentation on Earth. Is it
any wonder we’re a confusing phenomenon in a post-Christendom age? G. K. Chesterton captures this
well in his book Orthodoxy (Google Books here), particularly his chapter “The Paradoxes of Christianity”:
“As I read and re-read all the great non-Christian or anti-Christian accounts of the faith… a slow and
awful impression grew gradually but graphically upon my mind—Christianity must be a most
extraordinary thing … . It was attacked on all sides and for all contradictory reasons. No sooner had
one rationalist demonstrated that it was too far to the east than another demonstrated with equal
clearness that it was much too far to the west. No sooner had my indignation died down at its angular
and aggressive squareness than I was called up again to notice and condemn its enervating and
sensual roundness. … They did prove to me in Chapter I (to my complete satisfaction) that Christianity
was too pessimistic; and then, in Chapter II, they began to prove to me that it was a great deal too
optimistic” (pg. 84-85). … “I simply deduced that Christianity must be something even weirder and
wickeder than they made out… .
“And then in a quiet hour a strange thought struck me like a still thunderbolt…. Suppose we heard an
unknown man spoken of by many men. Suppose we were puzzled to hear that some men said he was
too tall and some too short; some objected to his fatness, some lamented his leanness; some thought
him too dark, and some too fair. One explanation… would be that he might be an odd shape. But there
is another explanation. He might be the right shape. Outrageously tall men might feel him to be short.
Very short men might feel him to be tall…. Perhaps (in short) this extraordinary thing is really the
ordinary thing; at least the normal thing, the center. Perhaps, after all, it is Christianity that is sane
and all its critics that are mad—in various ways” (pg. 90).
Who, then, are we? We are a community of individuals who together comprise a body. We have our
mind in the heavenlies and our feet on earth. We consider the whole ‘secular’ world to be ‘sacred’,
under the sovereignty of God. We worship as we work. We play as we pray. We lead as we serve.
We live as we die. We look back to move ahead with ancient–future faith. In the words of Switchfoot,
“We are a beautiful let down,
Painfully uncool,
The church of the dropouts
The losers, the sinners, the failures and the fools
Oh what a beautiful let down
Are we salt in the wound
Let us sing one true tune.”
And what is that tune? Contra-Switchfoot, I don’t believe our tune is “I don’t belong here.” We are
sojourners, to be sure, but the Earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof (Psa 24), the inheritance of
the meek whose be-attitudes mirror their Saviour in the here and now (Mat 5). I do believe, however,
that our tune will one day be on the lips of every person—that every knee will bow and every tongue
will confess that “Jesus Christ is Lord” (Phil 2)… and this to the glory of God the Father through the
power of His Spirit. We worship the Triune God—three in one and one in three, a unity in diversity—
and declare with our lives and our words that He is Worthy. So, may it truly be said of us each, in our
strangeness and paradox, that whatever we do, in word and deed, work and play, together and apart,
in our various vocations, we do for the glory of God (1 Corinthians 10:31; Colossians 3:17). And may
we faithfully represent in full force these dualities in an integrated and passionate whole. God bless.
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